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Abstract

Engaging in metacognition (evaluating, controlling, and representing 
cognitive states) is paramount for efficient behaviour. In this Review, 
we examine different types of cognitive architectures that might be at 
play when people provide metacognitive judgements in the domains 
of memory and perception. Building upon this conceptual framework, 
we review evidence supporting and challenging domain-general 
metacognition. We also discuss commonalities in metacognition 
across domains, focusing on the influence of decisional processes 
on metacognitive judgements. We emphasize the challenges of 
isolating metacognitive processes and how these challenges influence 
conclusions regarding the domain generality of metacognition, 
including in clinical conditions that are hypothesized to have 
metacognitive impairments. Finally, we give an overview of ‘adecisional’ 
metacognition: evaluations made outside the context of a decisional 
process. We find no evidence for a strong form of domain generality but 
outline how such an architecture could be identified in future research.
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question of domain generality. We also discuss a theoretical distinction 
between decisional and adecisional metacognitive evaluation, which 
enables a comparison across perception and memory.

Two levels of representation have been distinguished in metacog-
nition. They are interrelated, with ‘metaknowledge’ informing ‘meta-
cognitive experience’1. Metaknowledge or metacognitive knowledge 
encompasses specific knowledge or beliefs about one’s own cognitive 
capabilities (such as ‘I have more success detecting my brother’s face in 
a crowd than I do remembering to send him a birthday card’), the impact 
of the task and strategy use. By contrast, metacognitive experience is 
directly related to the task at hand and the decisional process to which 
it pertains.

We use the terminology of information-based metacognition 
and experience-based metacognition to discriminate between these 
two notions17. As for metaknowledge, information-based metacogni-
tion involves inferential processes from explicit theories or beliefs. 
Experience-based metacognition involves the experience of a cognitive 
process giving rise to a metacognitive feeling through the application 
of heuristics18.

We focus on experience-based metacognition because that is the 
most studied type in the field. Experience-based metacognition can 
be subtended by several types of cognitive architectures with distinct 
levels of domain generality. We consider four potential architectures 
(Fig. 1) that link the meta level and the object level, which are inspired 
by an influential view of metacognition19. We define the meta level 
as involving second-order representations and behaviours and the 
object level as involving first-order representations and behaviours 
(although see ref. 20).

In a strongly domain-general architecture, one metacognitive 
module monitors and controls several independent cognitive domains 
(Fig. 1a). At the algorithmic level, this meta-level module can instanti-
ate second-order processes across domains that are independent of 
first-order processes. For instance, in an attempt to propose a multi-
domain approach to metacognition, the self-consistency model pro-
poses that monitoring is based on a process that samples different 
representations from a pool of representations21. This sampling process 
can be the same across domains even though representations are 
specific to each domain, resulting in a domain-general metacognitive 
system.

A second potential architecture represents domain-specific meta-
cognitive modules that share processes in specific first-order contexts 
(such as evaluation of reaction time in decision-making tasks). This 
architecture would correspond to a ‘weaker’ domain generality because 

Introduction
Metacognitive evaluations are commonplace for expressing one’s 
confidence in ideas and decisions in daily life. For example, someone 
might report being 90% sure that they remembered to turn off the oven 
after baking a cake. Metacognitive evaluations are also important in 
perceptual decisions, for instance, being sufficiently confident to cross 
the road having judged the speed of an approaching car. These two 
types of evaluations are known as metamemory (metacognition for 
memory processes) and metaperception (metacognition for perceptual 
processes).

In the past 15 years there has been an expansion of metacognitive 
domains: metacognitive processes have been evaluated in episodic 
and semantic memory, visual and auditory perception, reasoning and 
motor function. Initially a developmental concept1, metacognition has 
been investigated in the context of education2, eyewitness memory3 
and memory impairments4. Metacognition has also been used as a tool 
to study mechanisms underlying perceptual consciousness5,6. Con-
sidering this range, a common conceptual space for metacognition is 
needed. There has also been growing interest in determining whether 
metacognition obeys domain-specific or domain-general rules7 and 
efforts to compare metacognition across modalities and domains8–13.

Several reviews of metacognition exist of studies conducted with 
individuals who are neurotypical14,15 and individuals with pathological 
conditions16, but none have directly reviewed evidence for metacogni-
tion across different cognitive domains including metamemory and 
metaperception. Because these two fields developed separately, there 
is not yet a comprehensive understanding of the cognitive architecture 
of metacognition broadly construed.

In this Review, we map out the domain generality of metacogni-
tion, focusing on metamemory and metaperception. Starting from 
the distinction between metacognitive knowledge and metacognitive 
experiences, we first explore possible architectures of metacognition 
across domains. We next review behavioural evidence for and against 
domain generality. Then we review relevant models and critical prop-
erties of metacognition in the perceptual and memory domains in 
neurotypical and clinical populations. Our goal is to build towards a 
common conceptual space in which domain generality can be discussed 
across fields.

Defining and measuring domain-general 
metacognition
This section sets the framework for the remainder of the Review and 
defines the levels of analysis that will be considered to explore the 

a  Strong domain generality b  Weak domain generality c  Domain specificity d  Example of spurious
       domain generality

Second-order
process

First-order
process

Fig. 1 | Theoretical architectures for domain-general metacognition. 
a, ‘Strong’ domain generality, in which the same metacognitive mechanisms 
are involved in the monitoring and control of all cognitive domains. b, ‘Weak’ 
domain generality, in which representations are specific to each domain but can 

share mechanisms in specific first-order contexts. c, Domain specificity, in which 
a separate metacognitive level is associated with each cognitive domain. d, An 
example of spurious domain generality in which shared first-order mechanisms 
impact second-order mechanisms in a domain-general way.
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it is limited to some specific aspects of metacognition (Fig. 1b). A third 
architecture is strict domain specificity, in which no process is shared 
between the first-order and second-order levels (Fig. 1c). Although we 
have illustrated three discrete potential architectures, there is probably 
a continuum of possible weak domain-general architectures rang-
ing from a metacognitive process that is systematically used (strong 
domain generality) to uniquely used processes (domain specificity).

Because of the relationship between the two levels, variables that 
influence first-order processes in a domain-general way can also influ-
ence second-order processes, creating spurious domain generality 
(Fig. 1d). For instance, working memory, attention, motivation, arousal 
or mood can influence both cognitive and metacognitive measures 
across domains, giving the impression of a shared architecture. How-
ever, in this case there is not a shared metacognitive component. For 
example, if a good mood gives rise to better cognitive function and 
better metacognitive measures to the same extent, the aspects of  
first-order and second-order processes that share this influence 
of mood will seem related across domains, although there are no 
shared processes in the metacognitive architecture. This dependence  
demonstrates the importance of separating first-order and 
second-order processes22.

We focus on the computational (behaviour) and algorithmic 
(how behaviour is computed) levels of Marr’s three levels of analysis23. 
Notions of strong or weak domain generality can also be examined 
at the implementation level (for a review of the neural correlates of 
metacognition, see ref. 24). For instance, if the same neurons or regions 
are involved in the computation of metacognition for several domains, 
this would suggest a strong domain-general architecture25. However, it 
is possible to have a strong domain-general process at the algorithmic 
level without having a strong domain-general implementation (such 
as if several task-specific regions can perform similar computations).

In the remainder of this Review, we review evidence to distin-
guish between the possible architectures of metacognition described 
above. We focus on direct measures (Table 1) in which participants are 
instructed to self-reflect about a first-order task (such as the encoding 
of information, the recall of information or a decision) and report about 
their self-reflection (Box 1). These measures include asking participants 
to judge how difficult it is for them to learn something (ease of learning 
judgements), how likely they are to retrieve something ( judgements of 
learning or feeling of knowing judgements) or how confident they are 
in a decision that they made (retrospective confidence judgements). 
Participants can also be asked which of two consecutive decisions is 
more likely to be correct (confidence forced-choice), or to evaluate 
their performance over several decisions (global judgements).

In indirect measures, other behaviours are used to infer metacog-
nitive processes during a given cognitive process (such as the encoding 
of information or a decision) and participants are not directly asked to 
introspect and evaluate their performance (Box 2). We favour evidence 
from direct measures as it is still debated whether indirect measures 
truly reflect metacognitive behaviour or whether these behaviours 
could be obtained through first-order processes such as reinforce-
ment learning (although there is some evidence for metacognition in 
decisions related to motor output; Box 3). We focus on metamemory 
and metaperception as very little work has been done linking other 
domains.

Within direct measures, a classical distinction has been used in the 
metamemory literature between prospective (occurring before mem-
ory retrieval) and retrospective (occurring after memory retrieval) 
judgements26. However, this distinction does not help to develop a 

shared conceptual space that functions across domains. For instance, 
a judgement of learning27 is classified as a prospective judgement, 
because it is a prediction of upcoming recall once a stimulus has 
been encoded. Nonetheless, the judgement of learning is based on 
the experience during the encoding stage, and as such pertains to a 
second-order judgement about a (past) process. Furthermore, these 
judgements arguably rely on a retrieval attempt, as has been shown 
by delaying the point at which a judgement of learning is made28. 
Likewise, the feeling of knowing judgement is a prediction of future 
recognition29,30. A retrieval attempt or evaluation of a presented cue is 
necessary to gauge the likelihood of future recognition. Indeed, partial 
knowledge available during recall has been shown to correlate with the 
accuracy of feeling of knowing judgements31,32. Describing feelings of 
knowing as prospective because they are made for an upcoming test 
overlooks the fact that they result from a decision about the retriev-
ability of information from memory. This judgement is subtly differ-
ent from the judgements taken in metaperception designs33 in which 
participants first give their confidence level and then perform the 
decisional task (but see ref. 34 for prospective metaperceptual judge-
ments performed before stimulus onset). In short, the prospective– 
retrospective distinction limits the classification of metacognitive 
evaluations to metamemory because it is only pertinent to encoding 
storage-retrieval designs.

Rather than using the prospective–retrospective distinction com-
mon to metamemory, we distinguish decisional metacognition as any 
type of evaluation made around the point at which a specific decision is 
made during a task qualified as first-order (or sub-task, such as encod-
ing a word for later recall). Our conceptualization of decisional meta-
cognition is critical for constraining the types of cues and experiences 
that are defined as metacognitive and improves the ability to compare 
metaperception and metamemory tasks. Adecisional metacognition 
groups together beliefs, knowledge about functioning and strategic 
regulation; the evaluation is not derivative of any specific first-order 
process. Thus, the extent to which metacognition is domain general 
in the real world rests upon the balance of decisional and adecisional 
factors, which will change according to context and task demands.

The critical distinction in this conceptualization is that in a deci-
sional metacognitive evaluation a first-order decision is made, which 
leaves a trace from which one can extract some information to make 
a second-order evaluation. If no decision has been made, then one 
has no access to such decisional information on which to base their 
judgement, and the evaluation is of a different kind. Referring to these 
former evaluations as decisional judgements enables comparison 
across common methods and models that pertain to multiple cognitive 
domains. The most frequently used second-order decisional measure 

Table 1 | Measures of metacognition

Direct measures Indirect measures

Adecisional Decisional

Global predictionsa Judgements of learning Re-study choice

Ease of learning 
judgements

Feelings of knowing Study time allocation

Opt-out paradigmsa

Confidence forced-choicea Post-decision wageringa

Optimal waiting timea

aMeasures that can be used across different domains (notably memory and perception). All 
remaining measures pertain to the memory domain; there is no specific metaperception 
measure.
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Box 1

Direct measures
Global judgements
Global judgements are an adecisional measure of metacognition 
and involve estimating performance at a task level, such as how 
many words will be correctly recalled from a list155, how many words 
from a particular category were generated in a given period137 or a 
prediction of the grade achieved in a university examination191.  
A critical factor is that the prediction is typically made before and after  
completing the task. For example, predictions of future performance 
on an examination are made before the examination and again 
once the examination is completed. The initial prediction before 
the task starts (or before the university course has been taught) 
acts as a reference point for interpreting the global prediction. Any 
shift between an initial and an informed prediction is based on the 
capacity to monitor the task, and the initial pre-task prediction is 
based on expectancies, beliefs, and metacognitive knowledge173. 
Global judgements do not refer to any one decision, and as such 
reveal processes used in generalized evaluations of function, rather 
than pinpointing metacognitive mechanisms and processes.

Ease of learning judgements
Ease of learning judgements192 are adecisional predictions about 
what will be easy or difficult to learn and pertain to items that 
have not yet been learned. Participants are therefore not asked to 
learn the items for an upcoming memory test when making their 
judgement. On the presentation of each item, the typical question 
asked of the participants is ‘How likely is it that you will learn 
this word for the test?’. After making a judgement for each item, 
participants are asked to study the items and recall them. Despite 
the importance of this initial assessment of how difficult a material 
is and its potential impact on learning, most studies suggest that 
ease of learning judgements poorly or moderately predict the 
actual learnability of material193–195 but this prediction increases 
when the gap between easy-to-lean and hard-to-learn items is 
higher196.

Judgements of learning
Judgements of learning take the same form as an ease of learning 
judgement but are made after having attempted to learn the item, 
therefore making them decisional judgements. Typically, the  
judgement of learning is made for cue–target word pairs, with 
the metacognitive judgement made for the likelihood of retrieving a 
target when prompted by the cue word. Similar to ease of learning 
judgements, they are judgements of the likelihood of subsequent 
recall. Thus, this measure has likewise been used to explore the cues 
that are used to make metacognitive judgements of memory and 
factors that influence recall (for meta-analytic reviews, see ref. 197).

Judgements of learning can be made immediately after the 
encoding of the item or after a delay (either in a second phase after 
the initial block of encoding of word pairs or, more typically, after 
several intervening cue–target pairs). There is a robust phenomenon 
whereby metacognitive sensitivity is higher for judgements 
made after a delay than immediately198. Another well-established 

judgement of learning phenomenon is the font-size effect, whereby 
the magnitude of judgements of learning is increased by font size: 
words written in a large font at encoding are judged more likely to 
be recalled than words in a smaller font, even though words written 
in large font are not better recalled than words written in small font 
(for an explanatory meta-analysis, see ref. 199).

Feeling of knowing judgements
Feeling of knowing judgements30 are decisional predictions about 
the likelihood of subsequent recognition of information one 
currently cannot recall29,200. In a feeling of knowing experiment, 
participants are presented either with new information to learn, 
such as word pairs (episodic memory task), or are presented with 
general knowledge questions, such as ‘what is the capital of France?’ 
(semantic memory task). In episodic memory tasks, after the learning 
period, participants are presented with the first word of the pair 
and asked to recall the second word. In semantic memory tasks, 
participants are presented with the question. In either case, if they 
cannot recall the information, the feeling of knowing judgement 
is to predict whether they will be able to recognize the missing 
information if presented to them later. Thus, feeling of knowing 
judgements are predictions about material that participants failed 
to retrieve and have been found to be relatively predictive of future 
recognition in young adults29,201,202.

Retrospective confidence judgements
Retrospective confidence judgements are decisional judgements 
and the most common measure of metacognition used in the 
field of metacognition. They refer to the level of confidence that a 
participant has in a given answer, measured using a multiple-point 
scale (for example, from one to six). They have been extensively 
used in decision-making15, notably to investigate cross-domain 
comparisons10,11,39, but also in other tasks such as statistical 
learning203.

Confidence forced-choice
The confidence forced-choice paradigm204 requires participants to 
choose which of two decisions about two different stimuli is more 
likely to be correct. For example, participants first have to make 
a visual decision (for instance, presence or absence of a visual 
stimulus) followed by a second auditory decision (for instance, 
presence or absence of an auditory stimulus). They then have to 
say whether they feel the first decision is more likely to be correct 
than the second. By varying the difficulty levels within pairs of 
stimuli, researchers estimate a psychometric function for chosen 
versus declined decisions. The difference in slopes between these 
two curves serves as a proxy for metacognitive performance, 
irrespective of confidence bias. By asking participants to choose 
between decisions that pertain to different cognitive domains, 
this method can be used to characterize the domain generality of 
metacognition205.
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pertains to confidence. Retrospective confidence judgements refer 
to the level of confidence that a participant has in being correct on a 
given first-order decision. As they can be performed on any kind of 
first-order decision, they have been the main measure used to investi-
gate domain-general metacognition. However, metacognition is not 
only limited to decisional judgements, and we offer some speculative 
comments on adecisional judgements later on.

Decisional metacognition and adecisional metacognition differ 
from the information-based metacognition and experience-based 
metacognition distinction because decisional judgements can be 
information-based (such as bias or starting point of evidence accumula-
tion) or experience-based (such as drift rate or sensitivity). Likewise, 
adecisional judgements can be information-based (such as beliefs) or 
experience-based (such as emotional state). However, decisional meta-
cognition is largely experience-based and adecisional metacognition 
is largely information-based.

Decisional judgements
In this section, we review evidence for and against domain-general 
metacognition by considering metacognitive bias and metacognitive 
sensitivity in decisional judgements. Using models in the metapercep-
tion and metamemory fields, we describe potential domain-general 
processes with reference to the proposed metacognitive architectures 
(Fig. 1).

Evaluating domain generality
There are different approaches for assessing the domain generality 
of a metacognitive process in behavioural studies. The first and most 
common class of methods consists of correlating metacognitive bias 
or metacognitive sensitivity across domains, typically at the level 
of a group of participants. Metacognitive bias refers to the overall 
magnitude of metacognitive evaluations irrespective of performance. 
Metacognitive sensitivity refers to the ability to discriminate between 
correct and incorrect responses when performance is neither at ceil-
ing nor at chance levels. The optimal calculation of metacognitive 
sensitivity has been widely discussed and reviewed22,35–38 (Box 4). 
Domain generality implies that evaluations of decisional judgements 
should be correlated across different domains: individuals with high 
metacognition in one domain also have high metacognition in other 
domains.

Correlation studies consistently find that metacognitive bias 
is stable across many domains including perception and episodic 
and semantic memory8,10–13. However, the pattern appears more com-
plex for metacognitive sensitivity. A previous review concluded that 
although domain-general metacognitive sensitivity can be identified 
for perception across different modalities (such as audition, touch and 
vision), correlations across metamemory and metaperception are low7. 
These low correlations were possibly due to variability in measures 
of metacognitive sensitivity and the low sample size of the studies. 
Using more appropriate measures (such as metacognitive efficiency22; 
Box 4) that isolate the confound between first-order and second-order 
performance as well as more appropriate sample sizes, several stud-
ies have found positive correlations across memory and perception 
tasks10–13,39–41 (although see ref. 42). These correlations are restricted 
to two-alternative forced-choice tasks (2AFC or discrimination tasks) 
and seem to be absent for yes–no tasks (detection tasks10), when the 
two types of task have been compared. These kinds of results might 
point to different computations underlying confidence for detection 
and discrimination tasks even within a single domain43.

Although the presence of between-subject correlations across 
domains supports domain-general metacognitive efficiency, there is large 
variability in the magnitude of correlations. Most of the above-mentioned 
studies that reported correlations at the group level used hierarchical 
estimations of metacognitive efficiency44, which takes into account both 
within-subject and between-subject variability to directly estimate covari-
ance in metacognitive efficiencies across domains but can also inflate 
correlation estimates45 (see refs. 40,46 for evidence for domain-general 
metacognition based on non-hierarchical estimates). Furthermore, 
measures of metacognitive efficiency have low half-split reliability47 which 
makes it difficult to estimate metacognitive abilities as a trait.

Another issue with research in this area is that correlations across 
domains might actually reflect the influence of domain-general 

Box 2

Indirect measures
In indirect measures of metacognition, participants are not 
directly asked for a self-evaluation and, instead, other behaviours 
are used to infer metacognition. Two major measures used in 
metamemory and metaperception are post-decision wagering and 
opt-out paradigms. In post-decision wagering, participants have 
to place bets on the accuracy of their decisions. Early versions of 
this paradigm were used as an objective measure of subjective 
visibility206, assuming that participants would place higher bets 
following seen stimuli than unseen stimuli. Concerns were raised 
that this measure was affected by loss aversion207 and pertained 
more to metacognitive access than to subjective visibility208. 
Consequently, the measure is now used to incentivize optimal 
metacognitive judgements irrespective of loss aversion209,210. 
Opt-out paradigms provide a proxy for low confidence, allowing 
participants to opt out of a decision if their putative confidence 
in the choice is low. This procedure has the advantage of being 
applicable to non-verbal species such as non-human primates81, 
rodents76 or preverbal infants211. In some versions of the paradigm, 
an opt-out response option is provided81, whereas in others a 
delay is imposed between the response and the reward, during 
which participants can opt out and restart a new trial without 
reward76,211. In the latter case, the waiting time can be used as a 
continuous proxy for confidence. Evidence for domain-specific 
metacognition has been recently found using an opt-out paradigm 
with non-human primates212. The main criticism of this measure 
is that participants could correctly opt out of a decision by 
simple reinforcement learning without relying on a second-order 
monitoring mechanism213 (for a more general overview of animal 
metacognition, see refs. 214,215).

Specific indirect measures have been developed for 
metamemory. When two tests using the same items are performed, 
one can measure the time a participant re-studies an item (study 
time allocation216) or the decision to re-study an item or not (re-study 
choice217). In this context, participants allocate more time to 
re-study an item that they did not previously recall compared with 
recalled items, implying that they have accurate knowledge about 
previous failures195.
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metacognitive bias. In theory, metacognitive judgements can be seen 
as accurate (sensitivity) when metacognitive bias is high (overconfi-
dence) or low (underconfidence) and measures of bias and sensitivity 

should be independent. However, in practice, correlations between 
metacognitive efficiency and bias are found48. Thus, as metacognitive 
bias is mainly domain general8,10–13,41, a spurious domain-general meta-
cognitive sensitivity could arise when bias and sensitivity correlate. In 
sum, most of the evidence supporting the domain generality of confi-
dence is relatively weak because it is mainly based on between-subject 
correlations.

Beyond the between-subject correlation approach, more direct 
methods have been used to address whether metacognition involves 
domain-general mechanisms. One method is to determine whether 
confidence is encoded with a ‘common currency’ across different tasks. 
For instance, in the confidence forced-choice paradigm, participants 
were able to compare confidence across visual and auditory decisions 
with the same precision as for the comparison of two trials within 
the same sensory modality49. Another study used an audiovisual dis-
crimination paradigm in which participants had to judge whether 
the most salient visual and auditory stimuli were on the same side9. 
Computational models reproducing confidence estimates about such 
audiovisual decisions use supramodal formats of confidence in which 
auditory and visual confidence signals are either integrated or com-
pared with one another, also suggesting a common currency. Research 
using this approach remains limited to comparisons between sensory 
modalities, and evidence supporting a common currency of confidence 
across the domains of perception and memory is lacking.

Another approach involves assessing the domain generality of con-
fidence in individuals with neuropsychological impairments. One study 
compared metacognitive efficiency across three groups of participants 
(individuals with lesions in the anterior prefrontal cortex, individuals 
with temporal lobe lesions and neurologically intact individuals) and 
found a deficit in perceptual (but not memory) metacognitive efficiency 
in the group with anterior prefrontal cortex lesions relative to individu-
als with lesions in the temporal lobe and neurologically intact indi-
viduals, and no difference in first-order performance or metacognitive 
bias50. Another study also found a deficit in perceptual (but not memory)  
metacognitive efficiency with substance-dependent individuals,  
supporting domain-specific impairments of metacognition51.

However, such dissociations do not occur in other contexts. No 
specific differences were found between metacognitive efficiency for 
visual perception and semantic memory for subclinical psychiatric 
symptom dimensions (anxious depression, compulsive behaviour 
and intrusive thought, and social withdrawal)40. In participants who 
are neurotypical, the disruption of the precuneus through transcranial 
magnetic stimulation has been shown to selectively alter metacogni-
tive efficiency in a memory task but not a visual perception task52,53. In 
the memory domain, neuropsychological studies have consistently 
shown inaccurate episodic feelings of knowing with preserved seman-
tic feelings of knowing in different populations such as individuals with 
multiple sclerosis and autism spectrum disorder54,55, although this 
pattern might be driven by first-order performance differences and 
therefore uninformative regarding metacognition. Overall, despite 
a growing interest in the neuropsychology of metacognition, the 
evidence supporting domain-general or domain-specific architec-
ture is mixed, and systematic investigations of bias-free metacogni-
tive performance indices across various populations56 and cognitive 
domains are needed.

Models of decisional judgements
Here we review models of decisional judgements that can account for 
processes driven by first-order or second-order evidence and as such 

Box 3

Motor metacognition
Although most studies on metacognition have focused on 
the perceptual and memory domains, the motor domain has 
seen a surge of interest in the past 10 years. An early attempt 
to characterize motor metacognition found that when given 
distorting visual feedback while reaching, participants 
appropriately adjusted their hand trajectories but misjudged the 
effects of the distortion218. This result suggests that people have 
limited access to the details of movements while achieving a 
goal219,220. Similar metacognitive inefficiencies are found when 
participants are asked to follow an unpredictably moving dot 
cloud with a mouse cursor221.

Other studies reported that participants appropriately adjusted 
their confidence when detecting variable amounts of visuomotor 
distortions, which seems to contradict the notion of limited access 
to motor performance222. This contradiction could be resolved by 
considering that participants optimally calibrate their confidence in 
detecting distortions — even when they fail to report them — based 
on a summary statistic of the visual feedback223. In other words, one 
can automatically correct distortions that remain undetected, and 
still have a subjective feeling of confidence that tracks performance. 
Although this heuristic might be useful for automatically monitoring 
motor actions, it does not specify whether people can explicitly 
monitor low-level movement parameters when prompted. When 
instructed to do so, participants can monitor their performance in 
throwing a virtual ball based on the position of their arm as well as 
the resulting trajectory of the ball thrown87. Generally, participants 
might be better at monitoring some aspects of their motor actions 
(such as the movement duration) than others (such as when they 
initiated the movement224).

Finally, studying motor metacognition is also of interest regarding 
the distinction between the monitoring of internal (such as mnesic) 
and external (such as sensory) signals, as both efferent and reafferent 
signals might serve as objects for meta-representations. In one 
study using a robotic device to passively move participants’ fingers, 
there was only a change in confidence bias for active versus passive 
finger movement, suggesting a contribution of efferent signals on 
confidence but not metacognitive efficiency225. In the same vein, 
actions paired to visual stimuli were found to increase confidence 
ratings but leave metacognitive performance unchanged compared 
with a condition with no paired actions96. These results suggest that 
confidence ratings do not improve based on efferent information. 
Overall, these results indicate that motor processes are the subject 
of metacognitive evaluations, and that efferent signals can a 
priori modulate confidence judgements without impacting the 
quality of metacognitive monitoring. It will be important to refine 
the contribution of motor signals to metacognitive monitoring 
in the future to further establish the domain-general nature of the 
metacognitive architecture.
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could point to domain-general mechanisms. Computational models 
attempt to explain how decisional judgements originate from sensory 
evidence. They mostly differ in the way that first-order evidence is 
reused (or not) by putative second-order metacognitive processes57. 
Most models are hierarchical: they assume a common source of evi-
dence for first-order decisions and second-order judgements, but 
with possibly different readouts (Fig. 2). Other models assume either 
that evidence for decisions or recall and metacognition is not identical 
(albeit correlated)58–60 or that evidence for metacognition is processed 
separately from the first-order process61,62.

Hierarchical models define confidence as a readout of the 
first-order decisional process, which is modelled either as a static 
snapshot of perceptual evidence (based on signal detection theory or 
an extension thereof), or as a dynamic process that accounts for the way 
first-order decisions unfold over time. For perceptual decision-making, 
dynamic process models assume that noisy sensory evidence is accrued 
over time up to a boundary63, leading to a decision. Similar models have 
been developed for recognition memory, assuming that the match 

between a test item and memory produces evidence that is also accrued 
over time64,65. Notably, these dynamic models can also be extended to 
be closer to a neural implementation using neuronal networks66–69.  
A second distinction of first-order models is whether evidence is encoded  
in a relative way (positive for one choice, negative for the other choice 
such as in signal detection theory or for the drift diffusion model70) 
(Fig. 2a,b) or whether absolute evidence is encoded for each choice, 
enabling multiple-choice decisions (such as in two-dimensional signal 
detection theory71 or accumulator models72) (Fig. 2c–f).

In most hierarchical models, confidence depends on the level 
of perceptual evidence, whatever the underlying first-order model 
(static or dynamic, absolute or relative evidence). The third orthogonal 
distinction between models is the way in which perceptual evidence is 
transformed into a confidence value14, which varies largely depending 
on the underlying first-order model and whether or not it considers 
post-decisional evidence.

The simplest hierarchical models of confidence formation are 
solely based on the strength of first-order evidence (whether static 

Box 4

Quantifying metacognition
Metacognitive sensitivity relates to the ability of an individual 
to adjust a decisional judgement (typically confidence) to 
the performance of the first-order task. Thus, measures of 
metacognition are not directly informative of metacognitive 
sensitivity as they have to be compared with actual task 
performance.

A first measure of metacognitive sensitivity is the confidence 
gap, which compares average confidence judgements after correct 
versus incorrect first-order responses (see the figure, upper graphs) 
but overlooks the variance of the two distributions. For instance, 
a participant with metacognitive bias who only uses the upper part 
of the confidence scale would have a lower confidence gap than a 
participant who uses the entire confidence scale. Another approach 
is to assess the relationship between confidence judgements and 
first-order performance using Pearson’s or Goodman–Kruskal  
γ-correlations226. However, these methods cannot isolate 
metacognitive sensitivity from metacognitive bias22,37.

The issue of contamination of metacognitive sensitivity by 
metacognitive bias can be avoided by computing the area under 
the receiving operating characteristic (AUROC) curve (see the 
figure, shaded areas in lower graphs). A two-dimensional curve is 
constructed by computing the percentage of correct responses 
classified as such (true positive rate; vertical axis in lower graphs) 
and the percentage of incorrect responses classified as correct 
(false negative rate; horizontal axis in lower graphs) by setting 
different thresholds on the confidence (coloured dots on upper 
and lower graphs). The area under this curve ranges from 0.5 
(chance level) to 1.0 (a threshold that perfectly classifies correct and 
incorrect responses). AUROC curves can dissociate metacognitive 
sensitivity from bias77,227.

Metacognitive efficiency refers to the metacognitive 
sensitivity given the information available for the first-order 
decision. To compare metacognitive efficiency using AUROC 

curves, task performance should be equalized across conditions 
and participants. Another possibility that does not require this 
equalization is to use a model-based approach and compare 
first-order sensitivity (d′) and an estimated-d′ value or meta-d′ 
value given an ‘ideal observer’ model of confidence without 
metacognitive noise77. Many newer studies use the ratio between 
meta-d′ and d′ values, termed the M-ratio44, which enables control of 
task performance differences and metacognitive bias. Finally, new 
approaches are being proposed that attempt to fit metacognitive 
noise with a generative model of confidence judgements228, 
including in situations in which the model includes other parameters 
that can be easily confounded with metacognitive noise60.
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or dynamic) and assume a readout of the distance between noisy sen-
sory information and a decision boundary. These models are found 
in recognition memory73,74 and perception75,76, with decisional judge-
ments possibly degraded by an additional source of (metacognitive) 
noise77–79. Other confidence readouts have been developed within a 
probabilistic framework. Examples include defining confidence as the 
probability of a choice being correct knowing the sensory evidence80, 
as a log-probability ratio of two possible choices81, or as the precision 
(inverse variance) of the underlying sensory distribution82. Newer 
models have formalized the idea that decisional judgements are 
based on both prior beliefs about memory (information-based meta-
cognition) and processing experience during the memory process 
(experience-based metacognition)18. Such Bayesian inference models 
of confidence are found in perception83,84 and memory85.

In sum, the aforementioned models describe how the strength 
of first-order evidence (possibly augmented by post-decisional evi-
dence) relates to confidence. Although commonalities have been found 

across domains in the way that evidence is read out to build confidence, 
cross-domain modelling studies are needed to better isolate a common 
mechanism. As most published works consider first-order evidence as 
domain-specific, the domain generality of metacognition could either 
arise from a common source of metacognitive noise9,49 or from (possi-
bly domain-general) factors that differentially influence second-order 
metacognitive processes.

Isolating second-order processes
Hierarchical models imply that any factor influencing first-order pro-
cesses will partially be reflected in decisional confidence judgements, 
but this overlap does not imply that the factor directly influences meta-
cognition. For example, different types of visuospatial attention impact 
discrimination performance at the first-order level but not metacogni-
tive sensitivity when controlling for first-order performance86. Simi-
larly, visual information improves first-order performance in motor 
tasks but not metacognition per se87. Thus, to isolate a second-order 
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Fig. 2 | Confidence readouts for hierarchical models in a typical left–right 
discrimination task. a–f, Confidence can be read out from evidence (vertical 
axis) at the time of the decision (‘decisional’), or later (‘post-decisional’). 
Static models assume that only snapshots of evidence are available, and 
dynamic models capture how evidence evolves over time (horizontal axis). 
Perceptual evidence can be either relative (left minus right; a,d) or absolute, 
encoding evidence for left and right separately (b,c,e,f ). Confidence is read out 
from the distance between (static) relative evidence (green full circle) and the 
decision bound (horizontal dashed line) at the time of the decision D75,76. This 
readout cannot be generalized to a dynamic model as accumulated relative 
evidence is constant at the time of the decision, unless a collapsing bound is 
assumed and confidence would then be equivalent to the response time (panel a). 
Static models of absolute evidence can read out confidence as the balance of  

evidence for left and right choices at the time of decision D184. In dynamic 
models, this is equivalent to reading out the state of the losing accumulator 
(right — incongruent with the choice64,81) (panel b). Static models can also 
read out confidence from positive evidence only (congruent to the choice57). 
This readout cannot be produced for dynamic models as positive evidence 
is constant at the time of decision (see panel a) (panel c). The static model 
in panel a can integrate decisional (D) and post-decisional (postD) evidence 
either as a weighted sum or through a second-order mechanism59. In dynamic 
models, relative evidence accumulated post-decisionally can be read out at a 
fixed time τ185,186 (panel d). Other post-decisional dynamic models of confidence 
delay the confidence readout by a fixed time τ187,188. Confidence can be based 
on a balance of evidence189,190 (panel e) or on positive evidence (panel f) only, 
congruent to the choice102.
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process, one needs to find differences in confidence that cannot be 
explained by differences in first-order processes, either by titrating 
task difficulty88 or by comparing with the ideal confidence observer77. 
Consequently, it is crucial to account for first-order performance to be 
able to test for the domain generality of metacognition (Fig. 1a,b), or 
else one risks being fooled by spurious domain generality (Fig. 1d) that 
is driven by factors that commonly influence first-order performance, 
such as attention. In the following sections we review dissociations 
between first-order and second-order processes in adults who are 
neurotypical, individuals with clinical conditions and children. Stud-
ies with adults who are neurotypical often used decisional measures, 
whereas developmental studies and patient studies use paradigms 
that are suitable for these specific populations, mainly underpinned by 
information-based metacognition and using adecisional judgements.

Dissociations in adults who are neurotypical
In the perception domain, one procedure to find dissociations at the 
second-order level is to manipulate the level of positive evidence 
for a decision while maintaining the same signal-to-noise ratio, 
which leads to changes in confidence independent from first-order 
performance89,90. Confidence can also be manipulated while keeping 
first-order performance constant by increasing the volatility of sensory 
evidence through time-varying noise91, which suggests that this volatil-
ity impacts second-order processes (metacognition) specifically. Vari-
ous other factors have been found to influence second-order processes 
specifically. Metacognitive sensitivity is higher for perceptual target 
detection when decisions are congruent with prior expectations of 
target presence83 or for unexpected action outcomes92. Furthermore, 
participants make better use of prior expectations (such as internal 
expectations or external cues that a stimulus will be of one sort) at the 
metacognitive level than for first-order decisions93.

Metaperception can be influenced by other factors such as the 
presence or absence of a motor action to enact the decision. Confi-
dence is specifically modulated by the presence of electroencephalo-
graphic and electromyographic activity occurring before participants 
provide a first-order response94. The link between confidence and 
motor activity is also supported at the behavioural level, notably by 
studies that manipulated or characterized motor commands associ-
ated with first-order responses9,94–97, as well as sensorimotor activity 
leading to the first-order response95–97. Conversely, metacognitive 
performance decreases when first-order responses are given after con-
fidence ratings98, perturbed using transcranial magnetic stimulation99 
and sensorimotor conflicts95, or made by an external agent100–102. In 
sum, numerous findings have reported dissociations in metacognition 
by showing that confidence varies between two conditions in a way 
that cannot be explained by differences in first-order performance 
alone.

Studies in the memory domain have used manipulations that 
differentially influence first-order performance and confidence. 
For instance, varying the strength of evidence for lures modified 
memory performance without changing the magnitude of con-
fidence judgements103. Many studies have also investigated such 
dissociations using judgements of learning. For instance, percep-
tual manipulation of to-be-learnt words such as larger font104 and 
louder volume105 increase the magnitude of judgements without 
influencing recall performance. Such effects, known as metacogni-
tive illusions106, have also been observed when words are blurred107 
or for auditory degraded words108 and result in a decrease in the 
magnitude of judgements.

So far, the same manipulations have not been studied in a memory 
task and a perception task in the same study. Thus, metacognitive 
illusions within a domain do not provide direct evidence for domain 
generality. However, the pattern of findings observed in metacognitive 
illusions might point to weak domain generality by identifying factors 
that are specific to second-order judgements and that might or might 
not be shared between domains.

Some factors clearly generate dissociations between the meta-
cognitive level and first-order performance. These dissociations are 
further supported by transcranial magnetic stimulation studies that 
show that metacognitive efficiency can be specifically influenced 
with no effect on first-order performance. Metacognitive efficiency 
increases when disrupting brain activity in the occipital cortex109 
and decreases when disrupting brain activity in the premotor99 or 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortices110,111 (but see ref. 112) in perceptual 
tasks. In the memory domain, metacognitive efficiency also increases 
when disrupting the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex for temporal work-
ing memory113 but decreases when the perturbation occurs on the  
precuneus for episodic memory52.

However, it is unclear how factors such as motor processes are 
integrated into decisional judgements. For example, reaction time posi-
tively correlates with confidence and influences these judgements114,115 
but this effect can be explained by a metacognitive process integrating 
reaction times into confidence ratings116 or by first-order processes 
such as the level of correlated noise between two accumulators117. Like-
wise, response caution — how participants balance response speed and 
accuracy — influences decisional judgements by changing the amount 
of post-decisional information available: positive correlations have 
been found between reaction time and metacognitive efficiency118. It 
is therefore unclear whether post-decisional evidence accumulation is 
a first-order or second-order process. These considerations are impor-
tant as they could imply spurious domain generality; domain-specific 
first-order processes could inform metacognitive processes differently 
from first-order decisions and common metacognitive measures would 
fail to diagnose such cases118.

Another possibility is that people might have access to cues to 
specifically inform their decisional judgements beyond first-order 
processes119. When making a metamemory decision, people might infer 
the strength of their memory trace using cues, which can be diagnostic 
if pertinent to the memory retrieval itself or non-diagnostic if they have 
no influence on retrieval success. Mnemonic cues include internal indi-
cators or signals that can be used to evaluate one’s level of memory per-
formance. Several mnemonic cues, such as the familiarity of the probe120 
or its fluency121, influence various decisional judgements. Fluency 
refers to the subjective experience of processing information easily122. 
In particular, answer fluency (the ease with which information comes  
to mind123) influences confidence judgements across multiple domains. 
Responses that are easily retrieved (both correct and incorrect) are 
judged with higher confidence in semantic memory tasks124. Within 
the fluency framework, response times could also be used as a cue 
to inform confidence116. In metaperception, people can be fooled in 
their confidence judgement by some visibility cues125. For instance, 
a stimulus with high contrast or a long presentation duration might 
increase confidence, neglecting the fact that these positive properties 
can be annihilated by less obvious cues such as pixel noise (and there is 
some evidence for an alternative interpretation)89,90. Overall, decisional 
judgements across domains are influenced by cues even when these 
cues are not diagnostic of performance, suggesting a dissociation 
between first-order and second-order processes.
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In sum, strong evidence supports a dissociation between the 
information available to first-order and second-order processes. This 
conclusion implies that some factors — such as sensorimotor activity 
when reporting a decision — might influence metacognition simi-
larly for different domains and therefore result in domain generality. 
However, other factors are inherently specific to a domain, such as 
sensory noise in metaperception91 or familiarity in metamemory120, 
and this specificity weakens the conclusion of domain generality. 
Alternatively, one could posit a domain-general metacognitive pro-
cess that adaptively weighs different factors (some domain-general 
and some domain-specific) according to the task at hand, thereby 
incorporating these factors into strong domain generality. For 
instance, some researchers have proposed that cross-task correla-
tions for metacognitive sensitivity might be driven by common sources  
of metacognitive inefficiency (that is, different types of noise) for dif-
ferent tasks126. Consequently, cross-task correlations can be observed 
under a strong domain-general architecture in which a common meta-
cognitive module is altered by different types of metacognitive noise 
and first-order factors impact distinct metacognitive modules. Future 
work is required to better understand the underlying mechanisms of 
these dissociations between first-order and second-order processes. 
Even when accounting for first-order performance, it is not always 
straightforward to ascribe the influence of a factor to first-order or 
second-order processes, which could lead to spurious domain generality  
being overlooked.

Clinical dissociations
Dissociations between first-order and second-order processes have 
also been observed in clinical populations. Individuals with frontal 
lobe lesions were impaired on an episodic memory and not on a seman-
tic memory feeling of knowing task. However, the episodic feeling of 
knowing deficit was present only when the memory task was com-
pleted 3 days after encoding versus 5 min after encoding. These results 
therefore showed that the feeling of knowing deficit was linked to the 
memory deficit127. However, other individuals with impaired memory 
and frontal and temporal lobe lesions showed preserved decisional 
metamemory in episodic feeling of knowing judgements, judgements 
of learning, or confidence judgements128–130.

Decisional judgements have also been explored in Alzheimer’s 
disease. In individuals with Alzheimer’s disease, judgements of learn-
ing, semantic feelings of knowing131–133 and confidence judgements134,135 
were accurate, despite impaired memory performance. However, 
episodic feelings of knowing were found to be inaccurate136. A dis-
sociation between episodic and semantic feeling of knowing was 
also found in individuals with multiple sclerosis: Episodic feeling of 
knowing deficits were more prevalent in individuals with low memory 
performance54 but no deficits were present when first-order perfor-
mance was controlled137. Feeling of knowing judgements have also been 
explored in Parkinson’s disease, where first-order memory impairment 
is associated with second-order deficits in these judgements138,139. In 
functional cognitive disorder, individuals showed no impairment in 
metamemory or metaperception when controlling for first-order per-
formance, but differences were found in global reports of subjective 
performance140.

Decisional judgements have also been explored in psychiatric 
disorders such as bipolar disorder. Most studies with individuals with 
bipolar disorder report limited correspondence between memory 
performance and metacognitive judgements141, mainly observing 
underestimation of memory performance rather than a deficit in 

metacognitive sensitivity. Underconfidence in both memory and per-
ception was also observed in individuals with obsessive-compulsive 
disorder16, but metacognitive sensitivity deficits were only found in a 
subclinical sample142,143 and not in a clinical sample144. Finally, deficits 
in decisional judgements have been observed in vision145,146, audition147 
and memory148,149 in individuals with schizophrenia, but a meta-analysis 
found no evidence for a metacognitive deficit among studies that 
controlled for first-order performance150.

Global judgements, which are simple and have low attentional 
demands, are particularly suited to studies with clinical patients. These 
studies operationalize accuracy as the unsigned difference between 
predictions and performance. Patients with Alzheimer’s disease, when 
comparisons between control groups and patient groups have been 
made, overestimate their memory performance for word lists151,152, 
flashbulb memories153, and perceptual performance in visuospatial 
tasks154. However, metacognitive accuracy improves when predictions 
are made after participants have experienced the task151,155,156.

In sum, most research with clinical populations outlines metacog-
nitive impairments that could simply be a consequence of a first-order 
deficit. Particularly in metamemory, the majority of studies have used 
measures of metacognitive sensitivity that do not control for differences 
in first-order performance (such as the γ-correlation). It is therefore 
unclear whether such deficits are purely metacognitive or the conse-
quence of a first-order deficit. To conclude in favour of a pure meta-
cognitive deficit, a more convincing datum would be a population of  
individuals with impaired second-order performance in the context 
of preserved first-order performance. The case of blindsight might 
correspond to such a dissociation between perception and metaper-
ception, although the specific level at which vision is impaired remains 
debated157,158. In blindsight, individuals who have cortical blindness due 
to a damage to the visual cortex have residual abilities to discriminate 
or detect certain types of stimuli without being aware of this ability.

In metamemory, the analogous dissociation between preserved 
first-level and impaired second-level processing has also been found. 
In a study of children with autism spectrum disorder, the researchers 
found inaccurate episodic feeling of knowing (but not semantic feeling 
of knowing) along with no deficit in either recognition or recall55. How-
ever, there are equivocal findings from other studies: some individu-
als with autism spectrum disorder show impaired episodic feeling of 
knowing sensitivity in the context of impaired memory performance159 
and others show no difference in first-order performance alongside 
impaired metacognitive sensitivity in confidence judgements160.  
A meta-analytic review161 found a reduction in metacognitive accuracy 
across tasks but performance was not diminished overall. It has been 
proposed that a specific impairment in metacognition might result 
from an inability to cast the self into the past, related to autonoetic 
consciousness162, a dysfunction related to self-representation (Box 5). 
Future research should further investigate access to metacognitive 
information in cases in which there is no first-order deficit.

Developmental studies
Finally, metacognition and the relationship between first-order and 
second-order processes have also been explored in development. 
The potential of domain transferability of metacognition has been of 
particular interest in relation to school achievement. Development 
of metacognition is thought to begin as domain-specific and then gen-
eralize across domains as children mature163–165. For example, children 
as young as 5 years old were metacognitively accurate on non-verbal 
emotion and numerical discrimination tasks but metacognition in 
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the two domains was unrelated, lending support to domain-specific 
metacognition166. Similar findings were also reported for two academic 
domains (arithmetic and spelling); children who were 7–8 years old 
could make metacognitive judgements in both domains but no correla-
tion was found between the domains. However, a positive cross-task 
correlation was found at age 8–9 years167. Future longitudinal studies 
could examine how metacognition develops with age considering the 
relationship between self-concept defined as domain-specific168 and 
metacognitive monitoring169.

To summarize, both clinical and developmental studies present 
heterogeneous findings, pointing to the importance of control for 
first-order performance to understand further domain generality in 
these populations. However, many studies point to the impact of frontal 
lobe functioning on metacognitive behaviours.

Beliefs and adecisional judgements
So far we have focused on metacognition in decisional judgements. 
However, metacognitive processes also extend to more generalized 
beliefs and evaluations across items within a task, and across tasks with 
domains. Here we review work based on measures of metacognition 
that belong to beliefs, expertise and information-based metacognition 
(Table 1). These adecisional judgements are based on metaknowledge 
rather than experiences because participants have not experienced the 
task at the moment of the judgement. Adecisional metacognition is not 
strictly second-order: the evaluation is not derivative of any process in 
hand, but an estimation of task factors. Global predictions are a notable 
form of adecisional judgement, especially when an evaluation is made 
before performing a task. In a typical paradigm, participants judge how 
many items from an entire study list they will subsequently recall155,170,171. 
However, adecisional judgements have also been extended to other 
first-order tasks such as short-term memory172, processing speed and 
verbal fluency137 or perceptual tasks143.

Most studies have used between-subject correlations to examine 
population-level accuracy of global predictions in different groups173. 
When global predictions are made before and after a study phase, the 
between-subject correlation between prediction and performance is 
higher after studying the items, indicating an effect of monitoring170,173. 
However, the modal value of individual-level predictions is found to be 
tethered to the midpoint of the scale (for instance, predicting recall 
of six items for a list of twelve174), which suggests that to a large extent 
these judgements are based on generalized beliefs and rules of thumb. It 
is also possible that the judgement values represent a Gaussian distribu-
tion around a central point, but the same participants predict recall of 
5 items from a 10-item list and 10 items from a 20-item list156, suggesting  
that the judgements are rule-based and not distribution-based.

When item by item and global predictions have been carried out in 
the same task, mean values of item by item judgements (that is, meta-
cognitive bias) usually correlate with global predictions170. Similarly, 
some authors have used the mean value of item by item judgements 
to examine between-subject patterns of accuracy. For instance, mean 
retrospective confidence correlates with performance but, seemingly, 
more so for general knowledge than episodic memory175,176. Some 
researchers have considered global metacognition as a ‘self-rated abil-
ity’ scale, in which participants rate their performance in comparison 
with their peers (with options such as ‘0–9% of people would be worse 
than me’)177. This paradigm yields similar findings, with significant 
correlations between self-rated ability and mean levels of retrospec-
tive confidence on general knowledge (sport) questions but not for an 
episodic task (face recognition)177. In applied fields, there was much 

enthusiasm for the idea that metacognitive accuracy (and self-rated 
ability) in one domain might help to interpret evaluations in another 
domain, such as the comparison between global evaluations of general 
knowledge and eyewitness testimony. However, early research did not 
find robust relationships across domains and therefore interest in this 
approach has diminished.

Global metacognition, defined as constructs such as self-efficacy 
and self-beliefs, has also received attention as a theoretical entity 
potentially related to daily functioning178. In daily life, individuals 
might draw on a set of beliefs and evaluations that could influence their 

Box 5

Anosognosia
Metacognition has long been studied in motor, sensory and 
cognitive deficits through the lens of self-awareness. For example, 
motor awareness has been explored since the first proposal of the 
term anosognosia229 to describe patients unaware of the existence 
of their paralysis. Anosognosia is complex: some individuals fail to 
acknowledge one deficit but recognize another (such as upper but 
not lower limb paralysis230), or fail to adapt their behaviour according 
to their knowledge (such as admitting their deficits but attempting to  
walk, or denying deficits but remaining in bed231,232). In the sensory 
domain, Anton–Babinski syndrome is also called visual anosognosia. 
Individuals with this condition have binocular visual loss but denial 
of blindness and relatively well-preserved cognition.

Hundreds of scientific papers have been published on 
anosognosia233 and the concept has also been used to describe 
unawareness of cognitive functions or lack of cognitive insight 
in neurological and psychiatric disorders such as frontal lobe 
lesions127, Alzheimer’s disease234, Parkinson’s disease235,236, and 
schizophrenia237. Those studies have revealed a multifaceted view 
of unawareness across different cognitive domains. For example, 
individuals with frontal lobe lesions often demonstrate what is 
called ‘utilization behaviour’238. These individuals will engage in 
a stereotypical action in the sight of an object, despite not being 
explicitly asked to (such as starting to use a stapler that is on a 
desk), which could be explained by a lack of awareness of goals and 
intentions219.

Domain generality or domain specificity of anosognosia has 
been explored in several theories. The cognitive awareness 
model239,240 has been proposed for anosognosia for memory 
disorders. This model posits the existence of a separate 
‘metacognitive awareness system’ that provides conscious 
awareness of ability or error. An updated version of this model 
suggests that domain-specific monitoring processes are situated 
at a lower level and refer to ‘cognitive comparator mechanisms’241. 
The role of the cognitive comparator mechanisms is to compare 
recent errors with previous experiences in each domain, leading 
to a global self-representation of one’s own abilities. Thus, these 
theories seem to predict a general awareness system or central 
supervisory system that would lead to anosognosia across domains 
if disconnected. By contrast, an impairment of the comparator 
would lead to domain-specific anosognosia.
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mental health178 or learning171. One description of global metacognition 
as self-performance estimates proposes that global metacognition is 
‘aggregated’ over time from local confidence, emphasizing the role 
of external feedback179 (see also ref. 180). Global estimates of confi-
dence and metacognitive bias in local confidence can interact during 
a task and are correlated13. Indeed, some models of self-esteem have 
proposed a two-way relationship between multiple levels of beliefs181.

On a theoretical level, the notion of a generalized global belief 
about function based on an agglomeration of local judgements seems 
as though it should operate at a domain-general level in metacogni-
tion. However, there are too few studies to date to support this view. 
The field would benefit more from experiments that test the idea that 
local judgements for one task are extrapolated up into a form of global 
and domain-general metacognitive awareness for a different kind of 
task. However, metacognitive bias and self-efficacy might produce a 
spurious domain generality for adecisional judgements. For instance, 
if a participant finds one task easy, this assessment might spill over into 
their belief about other tasks, thinking that the other tasks will be simi-
larly easy. Similarly, a general arousal level across tasks might produce 
a spurious form of domain generality for adecisional judgements.

For global evaluations, the idea that a predisposition or a rule of 
thumb guides judgements would imply a form of domain specific-
ity based on knowledge of the task. For example, one could make a 
domain-specific prediction based on recalling about half the items from 
a list of words. However, it is hard to see how cross-domain comparisons 
(such as our opening example of knowing you are better at detecting 
your brother’s face in a crowd than remembering his birthday) could 
be made without some form of domain-general comparison common 
currency. This possibility needs more empirical investigation. A further 
point of interest is to consider the process of aggregation of decisional 
metacognitive evaluations into a global evaluation that does not pertain 
to any one decision (and hence is ‘adecisional’). Future work should 
consider whether people can extrapolate across different tasks in 
different domains to form one generalized belief or sense of expertise.

Summary and future directions
Establishing whether metacognition is domain general is of impor-
tance to understand its architecture and to establish its effects in 
real-world decision-making and clinical conditions. If metacognition 
were domain general, this would mean that training of metacognition 
on one domain might mitigate difficulties in metacognition in another 
cognitive domain.

To create a common conceptual space in which to consider meta-
cognitive processes, we detailed possible domain-specific and domain- 
general configurations of the metacognitive architecture and 
emphasized the division into decisional and adecisional forms of meta-
cognition. Perhaps the clearest evidence for domain generality comes 
from decisional metacognition. We report cross-domain correlations 
for both metacognitive bias and metacognitive efficiency for such 
decisional processes, even though the magnitude of the latter seems low.  
By contrast, neuropsychological studies posit that domain-specific 
processes are at play in decisional metacognition, pointing towards 
a weak domain generality or, perhaps, spurious domain generality.

Thus far, the main approach to address domain generality has been 
to index second-order processes by using retrospective confidence 
judgements: cross-task correlations yield between-subject correla-
tions for confidence judgements. This approach is an appropriate first 
step in accessing domain generality, but conclusions are limited by 
the fact that first-order and adecisional factors can produce spurious 

correlations across tasks with similar structures and task demands. The 
use of between-subject correlations can suggest domain-general pat-
terns but is not suitable for hypothesis testing about the architecture of 
metacognition. If a strong version of a domain-general metacognition 
is to be found, it will be in mechanisms that apply across tasks of diverse 
types and structures, such as when reaction times are estimated to build 
confidence. Because reaction times are present in decision-making 
across various tasks, finding that confidence is estimated from reac-
tion times might support domain generality, although first-order 
strategies influencing reaction time can also result in spurious domain 
generality118. In this way, a domain-general architecture would involve 
a final common pathway for all types of decisional metacognitive 
evaluations, and the possibility of a common process computed from 
processing times is an exciting development for the field.

To go beyond correlations between domains, more complex 
experimental paradigms are needed. One way to assess the domain 
specificity of a process is to use functional independence. From this 
perspective, processes are assumed to be independent if a variable has 
an effect on one process and no effect or the opposite effect on another 
process. For instance, if X influences Y in the perception domain but 
does not influence Z in the memory domain, one would assume that 
Y and Z are independent. Conversely, if participants behave similarly 
not just across domains but also across all conditions, this would be 
converging evidence for domain generality. For instance, one study 
has shown that confidence is shaped by participants’ behavioural goal 
similarly in visual perception and value-based decisions182. Another 
approach is what we can call ‘metacognitive transfer’ (by analogy to 
Bayesian transfer, which has been proposed as a test of whether Bayes-
ian decision theory is a good model of human visual perception183). 
Testing metacognitive transfer would consist of identifying some 
key metacognitive features in two domains (such as perception and 
memory). If this metacognitive feature generalizes across domains, 
that would be evidence in favour of domain generality. For instance, 
a metacognitive feature might be the change in efficiency in evaluat-
ing global confidence judgements for two different set sizes. If there 
is domain generality, measuring metacognitive performance in one 
modality (such as efficiency change between two set sizes in percep-
tion) would predict metacognitive performance in the other modality 
(such as efficiency change between two set sizes in memory). For both 
of these methodological advancements, it is clear that metacognitive 
models that work across domains would be highly beneficial.

A final suggestion for future neuropsychological studies is to test 
metacognition systematically across domains (not just for the impaired 
first-order function) and to test metacognition on tasks in which the 
individuals do not show a first-order deficit (either by manipulating 
difficulty or by extending the scope of the study to other domains). If 
metacognitive proficiency relies on a final common pathway, it should 
be possible to find an individual with impaired metacognitive access 
across all domains.

In conclusion, we have discussed a common conceptual space 
for metacognition with a decisional process based on the outputs of 
first-order processing, which can be common across tasks and domains. 
Thus far, the evidence favours a weak version of domain-general meta-
cognition, with some processes shared between tasks across different 
domains. It now remains to test the architectures discussed here across 
a set of more diverse metacognitive tasks and also at mechanistic, 
implementational and neural levels.
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